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With a chamber profile taller than that found in most ‘cylindrical’ autoclaves, the
Priorclave Q63 steam steriliser is exceptional value for money, offering
impressive load capacities of 320L and 500L for improving laboratory work flow
Whilst providing easy and increased loading owing to a
front-loading design and a large 630mm diameter pressure
vessel, the combination of forced air cooling reduces cycle
times and automatic timed free-steaming improves air
removal and sterilisation adding to the exceptional overall
performance of the Q63 autoclave. Couple this with the
proven TACTROL microprocessor control system and
buyers acquire an extremely versatile autoclave with an
exceptionally low cost of ownership.
Q63 autoclaves incorporate TACTROL ZERO, an enhanced
service support facility that adds further to the already excellent customer support provided
by the company’s Service and Technical Support team. The new system enables
Priorclave to provide increased worldwide support ensuring that autoclave users maximise
the performance of their steam sterilisers whatever and wherever the application and
medium.
Operational data collected by the TACTROL ZERO system can be fed directly to the UK’s
Service and Technical Support team, enabling them to view and analyse all operational
parameters on-line. With data being collected directly at its London factory Priorclave can
now support autoclave users in any country with guidance, programme settings, fine-tuning
and clarification of sterilising performance.
In the UK this added benefit comes on top of its current three-tier planned maintenance
contracts, including Standard Programme incorporating Routine Preventative Maintenance
visits to installed site, a Standard Plus option including parts and a Fully Inclusive package
covering non routine call-outs. The whole ethos of the Priorclave aftercare service is to
ensure longevity of the autoclave, maintain ‘proper’ performance, delivering efficient,
reliable and repeatable sterilisation.
All models in the Priorclave Q63 front-loading autoclave range are castor mounted for
ease of positioning and come with a choice of optional items such as stainless steel
baskets, waste containers and loading trolleys, all designed to enhance the efficiency of the
operation.
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